Private Air Travel

What Investment is Right for You?
By James D. Butler, Shaircraft Solutions, LLC
In a previous article, “Fly Privately”
(May/June 2010), I discussed how the
frustration of flying with the commercial
airlines is pushing many weary travelers
to seek refuge in private air travel where
they enjoy greater convenience, time
savings, security and many other “quality
of life” benefits. But the choice of private
air travel leads to a further question:
What type of private air travel investment
is right for you? Fractional ownership?
A jet card program? Or perhaps on
demand charter may be your best bet?
Most importantly, how should you go
about making this decision?
At Shaircraft Solutions, we begin by having
you answer several important questions,
among them:
• What is your budget?
• How often do you fly?
• Where and when do you fly?
• How far in advance do you plan your trips?
• How many passengers and how much
luggage do you take?
• Do you prefer to fly on a fleet managed by a
single operator?
• Do you have specific aircraft preferences?
• What is the best use of your capital?
• Can you take advantage of depreciation
tax deductions?
Analyzing your responses to these and other
questions, we develop a travel profile that
enables us to determine the type of private air
travel investment that’s right for you.
The general rule of thumb that passes for
common wisdom is that if you fly between
50 and 400 hours per year your best option
may be fractional ownership, which involves
owning a share of an aircraft that is managed
by a single operator as part of a fleet. If you fly
less than 50 hours per year, you may be better
off with a jet card or “pay as you go” charter,
and if you fly more than 400 hours annually,
you may consider buying a whole aircraft.
These “rules”, however, are only the starting
point for our analysis.
In addition to flying at least 50 hours per year
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(the minimum size of most fractional shares),
other factors that militate in favor of fractional
ownership are:

• Most of your flights will be one hour or more
(because the fractionals charge a minimum
of one hour, even if your flight is shorter.)

• You fly predominantly within the fractional
program’s primary service area (so that you
won’t routinely incur extra charges for your
preferred trips.)

• You expect your flying to be fairly constant
over the next several years (because if you
misjudge how much you fly, you may buy
too many hours that likely will be wasted
or, if you buy too few hours, you’ll have to
supplement later with another investment.)

• You don’t fly predominantly on high usage
travel days like major holidays (when your
flight can be delayed and you’re more likely
to fly on a charter aircraft because all the
fleet aircraft are in use.)

• There is an aircraft model in the fractional
fleet that suits your needs (because you’re
not going to be happy if your aircraft can’t

make your favorite trip without a fuel stop,
can’t hold your ski equipment or golf gear
and can’t land at the closest airport.)
• You are prepared to make a fairly substantial
capital investment (because you’re buying a
share in an actual aircraft.)
If your travel profile and investment
preferences satisfy these and certain other
criteria, fractional ownership may be the way
to go. If, however, you like the idea of flying
on a well managed fleet of aircraft but you fly
less than 50 hours per year or you prefer to
conserve your capital, and you’re willing to
pay a higher hourly rate to avoid a long term
commitment, a jet card offered through a
fractional program may better suit your needs.
To be sure, fractional jet card programs
charge hourly rates that are significantly higher
than those of established charter operators.

If you fly less than 50 hours per year, you may be better
off with a jet card or “pay as you go” charter, and if you fly
more than 400 hours annually, you may consider buying a
whole aircraft.
you minimize deadhead costs.)
Indeed, you should consider that this may be
the most expensive way to fly privately.
If your profile otherwise fits within the
parameters for a fractional jet card, but you’re
amenable to flying through a network of
charter operators that have been approved by
a reputable safety rating service like ARG/US
or Wyvern, you may realize some cost savings
by utilizing a charter jet card service. These
services generally do not own or operate
aircraft. Rather, they make arrangements with
independent operators to service your flights.
You have a limited right to specify the type and
vintage of the aircraft on which you’ll fly, which
may vary widely, but you should realize some
cost savings over fractional jet card programs.
If your travel profile and investment
preferences don’t gibe well with the fractional
ownership model or jet card offerings—
whether fractional or charter—you may want
to look at traditional charter, which offers a
“pay as you go” option with no commitment
beyond each individual flight that you
schedule. Charter can be a good option if
your travel profile looks like this:
• You fly roundtrips on the same day (so that

• You make travel plans well in advance
(so that we can thoroughly investigate
the market.)
• We can identify reputable and safe charter
operators near your home base who fly
aircraft that satisfy your needs and who
have the aircraft inventory to deliver reliable
service and availability when you need it.
• Your usage may vary substantially over time
so that “pay as you go” charter is better for
you than locking into a program with a “use
it or lose it” commitment.
As is often the case for our clients, you may
find that there is not a simple match between
your needs and the available options. In such
cases, we may recommend a combination of
investments that satisfies all your needs in the
most cost-effective way. For example, you
may fly mostly one hour flights for business
but longer flights for family vacations. In
that case, a fractional share in a light jet
or a turboprop that provides depreciation
deductions may service your business needs,
while a charter jet card program utilizing a
mid-size jet may be the way to go for your

family ski trip to Aspen and your trip with your
golfing buddies to Florida.
Your goal should be to purchase maximum
flight time on aircraft that best fit your needs
from reliable and financially stable companies
at a minimum cost. Making the wrong
choice can cost you hundreds of thousands,
if not millions, of dollars. Making the right
choice can free you from the flight delays,
intrusive security and horrendous service
that characterizes the commercial airline
experience in a way that does nothing less
than change your life.
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